
Would you recognise Danish
design, say, from Dutch? Finnish
from French? Or have the global
marketplace and globe-trotting
designers made national design
identities defunct?

We often talk of design as defined by and defining of

national identity. We talk about the 'Britishness',

for instance, of Giles Gilbert Scott's 1926 'K2' telephone

kiosk, or the original Mini motorcar designed by

Alec Issigonis back in the 1950s, both of which could

be found on the short list for the Great British Design

Quest, this year's collaboration between London's

Design Museum and the BBC to discover 'the very best

in British design'. The fact that the short list was

dominated by designs created pre-1970 (the contest

was eventually won by Concorde) is less about any

recent decline in the quality of British design than the

fact that, while we may now know that a designer is

British, we no longer assume there is anything

intrinsically British in their work.

Today, it is easy to see the design world as a global

village and to detect a blurring of boundaries between

what were once autonomous creative cultures.

With increasing numbers of design students choosing

to study - and often go on to work - away from home,

the question is raised as to whether distinct cultural

cues have any influence any more. 'National cultures

in design do exist, but they are championed not by the

designers but the manufacturers,' says Paola Antonelli,

who, as curator in the Department of Architecture

and Design at MoMA, New York, is no stranger to the

workings of the international design fraternity.

'The physical nature of manufacturing and assembly

plants, as well as the technical tradition, seems to be

what keeps design culture anchored to the land.'

Not necessarily, says Michel Roset, who feels that

his French manufacturing company, Ligne Roset,

promotes design that transcends national and cultural

identities. As far as Roset is concerned, it is not the

designer or the manufacturer but the consumer who

patrols and maintains the borders of national design

cultures. 'Talent can come from anywhere. But the

overriding influence comes from the consumer.»



It's the taste and lifestyle of these consumers that will

influence the local or national design the most.'

A native Australian, Marc Newson has lived and

worked in various countries, including Japan, London

and Paris. He considers design to be one of the few

creative fields to have no geographical boundaries.

'Being Australian probably affected my career in the

early stages, although it doesn't have any effect

on what I do right now,' he says. 'It seems that other

people's perceptions of what being Australian is affects

their attitudes rather than our creativity... maybe that's

what being Australian is all about - the ability to go

from one place to another seamlessly.'

Having created everything from chairs and clothing

to restaurants for clients in Europe, North America,

Asia and Australia, Newson epitomises the modern

international designer: travelling the world, learning

from different cultures. 'I like to assimilate cultures

so as to have a better understanding of how people

live, and to try to find the hidden meaning behind the

shapes that surround them,' he says. (Of course, the

global designer is not a new phenomenon. Le Corbusier

spent time in South America and India and his work

drew influences from both places. Pre-Memphis, Ettore

Sottsass also spent time in India and was influenced by

the traditional forms he found there.)

At the opposite end of the scale, Ronan and Erwan

Bouroullec have lived and worked in France all their

lives. But this is more a matter of practicality than any

sense of feeding off or into a French design culture.

Paris's central European location - a positive that has

drawn designers such as Newson and Jasper Morrison

to the city in recent years - makes it an ideal base for

the Bouroullecs, whose clients include Vitra, Cappellini,

Magis and Ligne Roset. The duo do not view their own

designs as being particularly French; rather, they

suggest, French design is marked by its diversity, a lack

of a cohesive design culture. 'In France there are many

individuals, each with their own personal approach,'

they say. 'In fact, we feel closer to someone like Jasper

Morrison, who is English, than to Matali Crasset, who is

French, so there is a real richness in approaches in

France that perhaps does not exist in other countries.'

The design professional of London, Milan, Paris or

New York may now care little for the idea of national

identity in design, see little purpose or usefulness in it.

But those working in emerging design centres such as

Turkey, Korea, India or China are more reliant on

unique national tricks. Perhaps, then, the future lies

not in singling out a country's individual cultural

identity but in encouraging a fusion of design cultures

that enables and encourages cross-pollination

between designers on opposite sides of the world.

It was with this in mind that Wallpaper* put

together the Global Edit exhibition at this year's Salone

del Mobile in Milan, uniting the best emerging talent

from ten countries and regions around the globe in a

unique installation designed by Zaha Hadid.

In a similar vein, students from London's Royal

College of Art (RCA) flew to Beijing last summer to join

Chinese students in Project Gambei. Led by Professor

Tom Barker, head of industrial design engineering at

the RCA, the project's aim was to create an alliance

that merged the philosophies of East and West. While

the groups' approaches proved complementary, there

were differences, says Barker. 'I think that the Chinese

put more emphasis on their history and culture when

designing. I also think they have a more pragmatic

approach: take a brief, generate an idea, make a

product. We tend to do a little more exploration of the

initial stages, looking for that spark.' The project

resulted in a number of design ideas that fused

Chinese and Western cultures, such as 'Cutlery for East

and West', chopsticks that double as a knife and fork.

Roset agrees that designers in emerging countries

may need to cultivate a national design identity as a

USP. Antonelli has another take. 'If we consider design

as material culture, some of the so-called emerging

countries are teaching the mature ones how to behave

in a post-industrial world,' she says. Designers in

India, for instance, seem determined to incorporate

traditional crafts, techniques and forms into

contemporary work. Ultimately, Antonelli believes

design is an example of a healthy exchange of ideas

and labour between countries, and of national angles

and approaches feeding into an international style.

'We are familiar with the perceived and real dangers

of globalisation, at both cultural and economic levels.

And yet there is something wonderful about the free

flow of creativity across borders. Design culture today

has an enviable lightness, and good talent can land

(almost) anywhere the'manufacturing tools are.'ilr
For details of Global Edit, see www.wallpaper.com
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